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About This Volume 
Rachel Stauffer

refers to literature in nineteenth-century Russia—an unrivaled, 
rapidly evolving period of literary development, out of which 

Fyodor Dostoevsky, 
famous Russian poet, indeed Russia’s national poet, Alexander 

the nineteenth century with his Romantic compositions of verse, 

which set the course for Russia’s Golden Age of Poetry, occurring 

Golden Age and Golden Age of Poetry refer to two different, but 
coinciding, periods in the evolution of Russian literature from the 

opinions as to when exactly Russia’s Golden Age begins and ends, 
some believing it to have begun as early as the mid- to late eighteenth 
century and continued as late as the early twentieth century. For the 
purposes of this volume, intended as a broad overview for a general 
audience, we will take a more moderate view: that the Golden 
Age encompasses the bulk of the nineteenth century, beginning 

authors and texts that emerged in Russia’s Golden Age are not only 
important in and of themselves, they represent a canon of works 
from which later Russian authors, both in the twentieth and twenty-

authors such as Mikhail Bulgakov, Vladimir Nabokov, or Aleksandr 

volume seeks to provide this vital context for a general audience, 
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while also providing an overview of Russian history and society 
leading up to and throughout the nineteenth century. 

Four Critical Contexts pieces preface the volume’s ten 
chapters, in order to provide much-needed insight into the 

and themes of Russia’s Golden Age. In “My Country is Russian 
Literature,” Kathleen Conti provides a much needed historical and 
political context of the nineteenth century that explains the surge in 
production of literature during the Golden Age. For the novice in 

the Golden Age of Poetry is a reprint from the Routledge Companion 
to Russian Literature and has been included here to help the reader 
understand the role of poetry within the larger context of the Golden 

since no thematic or author-oriented chapter solely discusses this 
important genre. Derek Offord’s chapter on nineteenth century 
Russian philosophy and thought provides needed comparison and 

which many readers are likely to be more familiar. Katya Jordan’s 
piece on critical reception offers the reader understanding of how 

offer diverse approaches, largely based around a particular author, 

topics for these chapters were selected by the volume editor, but 
contributors were given a great deal of space to be selective and/or 
creative in their approaches to their respective topics. No volume 
on Russia’s Golden Age would be complete without attention to 
those authors, most of whom are well-known in Russia and in the 

Romanticism and Realism. For this reason, the volume contains 
chapters devoted to Romantic authors, namely Pushkin and Mikhail 
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Lermontov (1814–1841). Also, there are three chapters devoted to 
transitional authors and periods between Romanticism and Realism, 
including 
1883). Additionally, there are chapters devoted to a transitional 
period between Romanticism and Realism, known as the Natural 
School (1840–1855), and chapters devoted to the great Realists, 
Fyodor Dostoevsky (1821–1881) and 
One of these chapters considers the American reception to their 
lives and works through old newspapers. 

The Cherry Orchard by Anton Chekhov (1860–1904), another of 
Russia’s many Realist authors, and the only playwright included in this 

Anna Piotrowska departs from literature, 
presenting an intriguing look into Russian musical composition in 
the nineteenth century, notably by 

Moguchaya kuchka], and the 

the Golden Age (and persisting into the present): to be itself not 

the 

and peoples north and south of the Caucasus mountain range. 
Following this preface is an introduction to the volume that 

provides a substantial overview of the history of Russian literature 
up to the nineteenth century. In the greater context of Russian 
literature, the Golden Age stands out, in part owing to the sheer 
amount of writing within an otherwise short period. In comparison 
to other literary traditions, for example in the Greco-Roman 
and Arab-Islamic worlds, India, or China, Russian literature is 
comparatively young. Before the 

rapidity with which the Golden Age progressed from predominantly 
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to the production of some of the world’s longest and most well-
known novels (e.g., Dostoevsky’s Crime and Punishment
Anna Karenina and War and Peace), is stunning. By providing the 
reader with a comprehensive history of the Russian people, the 
Russian language, and the slow development of Russian literature 
from the tenth century to the dawn of the Golden Age, we hope that 
the unrivaled excellence and magnitude of the Golden Age will be 
clearly observed. 

Of course it is impossible to capture the entire essence of a 

certainly highlight the many poets, critics, artists, authors, and texts 

such as Vasilii Zhukovsky (1783–1852), Nikolai Nekrasov (1821–
1878), Vissarion Belinsky (1811–1848), Nikolai Chernyshevsky 
(1828–1889), and 
important inclusion, given the possibility of more chapters, would 
be a discussion of the few female authors in Russia’s nineteenth 
century, such as Karolina Pavlova (1807–1893). Also valuable 
would be a chapter devoted to the development of Russian visual 

themes, perceptions, societal complexities, and movements of 
Russian literature and thought throughout the nineteenth century. 
Indeed, an entire volume could be devoted exclusively to Russian 
poetry of the nineteenth century or the emergent Russian émigré 
community, including many authors, among them Ivan Bunin 

For those readers who wish to learn more about Russian literature in 
the nineteenth century, we have included two sections of resources 

Russia’s Golden Age,” includes suggested works of literature by the 

is a general bibliography of current and canonical secondary sources 

consult for purposes of research or for the development of deeper 
understanding of topics illuminated in the present volume.   
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audience. Because the Russian language presents many problems 
of translation and transliteration into English, we have provided 
titles of works in Russian, using the Cyrillic alphabet and also 

may vary but generally follows the guidelines of the Library of 

pdf) or the International Phonetic Association (IPA). Some 

have a more generally accepted transliterated standard that may 
differ from the transliteration system indicated below or the others 
mentioned above. 

In general, the following guidelines may be used in this volume 
for interpreting Russian sounds using pronunciation guidelines 

Russian English 

About This Volume
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Grey House Publishing for acknowledging Russia’s importance 
among literary, historical, and cultural studies meriting inclusion as 
a Critical Insights volume. A debt of gratitude is also owed to the 

from Germany, Russia, and 
individuals with a common interest: Russia’s legacy as an artistic 

thorough introduction to Russia’s nineteenth-century literary boom 

Russia and its Golden Age.
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The Life, Works, and Times of Fyodor Dostoevsky: 
Realism in the Golden Age 

Tatyana Kovalevskaya

“A human being is a mystery which must be solved.”
—Fyodor Dostoevsky

Fyodor Mikhailovich Dostoevsky was born on November 11, 
1821 to the family of Mikhail Dostoevsky, a doctor in St. Mary’s 
Hospital for the Poor in Moscow. Born in the small apartment his 
father had been given in a wing of the hospital building, Dostoevsky 
lived in Moscow until 1837 when, upon the death of his mother, 
he went to St. Petersburg to study at the 
school was housed in Mikhailovsky Palace, originally built as the 
principal residence of Emperor Paul I, who had been afraid of plots 
against his life and had envisioned the palace as his stronghold. 
In an all-too-coincidental twist, Paul was assassinated there in 

that the assassination had been carried out with the knowledge and 
consent of Paul’s eldest son, the future emperor Alexander I. Not 

throughout Dostoevsky’s life.
Although Dostoevsky was trained to be an engineer, a literary 

career always seemed more attractive to him. In 1845, his novel 
The Poor Folk landed before Nikolai Nekrasov, a famous poet, who, 
ecstatic, took the manuscript to Vissarion Belinsky, one of the most 

The Poor Folk

Makar Devushkin, and a young girl, Varenka 

time and excruciatingly poor life takes the readers, indeed, back 
to Nikolai Gogol and his famous character Akakii Akakievich 
Bashmachkin from “ Shinel’, 1842], with 
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as such characters came to be known, became a staple of the Russian 
literature in the nineteenth century. 

Dostoevsky continues Gogol’s tradition by depicting the social 
ills that plague people like Devushkin, yet he puts his own spin 
on the social message so typically inferred from Gogol’s writings. 
Makar Devushkin reads “
Gogol’s portrayal of Bashmachkin. Devushkin sees in Gogol not 
the social diatribe against the cruel and inhumane treatment of 
the underprivileged, but yet another example of that very cruelty 
and inhumanity. In Devushkin’s view, in describing the privations 
Bashmachkin is prepared to suffer to get a new overcoat, Gogol mocks 
his character. Moreover, Gogol’s character has no desires beyond an 
actual overcoat, which takes the place of a real human companion. 
Devushkin, on the other hand, is capable of devotion and love, as 
he meekly humors Varenka’s every whim because she is suffering, 

dreams of his future overcoat as a life companion, Devushkin sells 
his uniform to aid a real, living, breathing human being he thinks is 

humanity found in every human being, no matter how undeserving 
or ridiculous outwardly, will run throughout Dostoevsky’s works, 
including his last great novel, The Brothers Karamazov

true understanding of the “little person” in Alexander Pushkin 

serves two purposes. Firstly, it links The Poor Folk to such famous 
novels in letters as P. Ch. de Laclos’ Dangerous Liaisons, J. J. 
Rousseau’s Julie, or the New Heloise, S. Richardson’s Clarissa, 

Goethe’s , warning the 
readers to expect a sentimental novel, yet with a dash of melancholy 
or even cruelty. Secondly, it disguises the authorial voice, permitting 
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the characters to speak for themselves. About the readers’ reception 
The Poor Folk, Dostoevsky wrote, 

letting the characters’ competing voices speak for themselves with 
little or no imposed authorial message will become Dostoevsky’s 
trademark in his later works, even those written in the traditional 
third-person narrative.

Dostoevsky’s next works met with diminished critical 
welcome. In 1846, he published The Double

Golyadkin, who goes mad 

never learn whether the replacement actually occured, or was, 
indeed, a result of 

even complement each other in plot mechanics—becomes another 
of Dostoevsky’s trademarks throughout his writing career. Critics 
found the story to be too drawn-out, and some condemned it as 
an inept imitation of Gogol’s fantastic stories “
Nos, 1836] and “
Zapiski sumasshedshego, 1835]

In general, Dostoevsky’s early writings already demonstrate the 
topics that will preoccupy him in his later and most famous works. 

Mr. 

1846], puts yet another twist on the theme of the “little person.” 

Pushkin and his Covetous Knight from the eponymous work. For 
Pushkin’s knight, possession of money is more important than the 

for becoming a master instead of a slave. Mr. Prokharchin is a little 
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person who is searching for power he could wield over others. At 
Mr. Prokharchin suddenly discovers 

that other people around him are living, suffering human beings, and 

themes will all appear again and again in Dostoevsky’s later works.
In his early years, Dostoevsky adhered to liberal views and 

participated in the activities of a politically active group led by 
Mikhail Petrashevsky. In 1849, Dostoevsky was arrested for having 
an illegal printing press in his possession. He was sentenced to 

St. Petersburg with a group 
of fellow inmates. Just as he was awaiting execution, his death 
sentence was commuted, and he was instead sent to Omsk hard 

Siberia changed 
Dostoevsky. He himself spoke about the rebirth of convictions he 
experienced in prison. His political views changed from avowedly 
liberal to deeply conservative, yet in his literary works, he continued 

prison experience. After prison, he was eventually able to settle in 

as in Gogol’s stories, became a character in his works.
In 1861–62, Dostoevsky published Notes from the House 

of the Dead

narrator, Goryanchikov, whose crime is one of passion, not politics, 
retells Dostoevsky’s own experiences. Notes from the House of 
the Dead

oppression. Political prisoners aside, the murderers described in the 
novel chose to sever themselves from humanity through their own 
willfully committed crimes. A large number of those criminals were 
Russian peasants, traditionally referred to in Russia as “the people” 

people” were something of a sacred cow for a faction of the Russian 
intellectuals. Still motivated by Rousseauist ideals of the natural 
man, a large share of intellectuals viewed the Russian peasants (at 
that time, mostly serfs, that is, property of their landlord or the state) 
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Slavophiles 
and the related native soil movement.

Adherents of this movement called for the return to the “native 
soil,” to the national roots, and saw “the people” as the depository 
of the true Christian faith (the Orthodoxy) and the Christian spirit of 

communes with their collective responsibility. Although Dostoevsky 
subscribed to those views, he discovered that the peasants he 
encountered in the labor prison lacked the comprehension of the 
cornerstone of Christianity that he himself considered the most 
essential part of it: human free will and the responsibility it entails. 
Dostoevsky was deeply religious, and it is impossible to discuss 

of the loosely structured Notes from the House of the Dead, which 
is more a series of sketches than a novel with a continuous plot, is 
the chapter “Akul’ka’s Husband. A Story,” which tells a seemingly 
incomprehensible tale of the murder of saintly Akul’ka by her 

who tells his own story to his listener and the readers alike. Notes 
from the House of the Dead
of the Russian peasantry, and it will take Dostoevsky more than a 
decade to come to terms with his prison revelations.

In 1864, Dostoevsky published one of his seminal works, Notes 
from the Underground

(literature in Russia has traditionally done triple duty as philosophy 
and theology, too), such as Nikolay Chernyshevsky, the author of 
What Is To Be Done?
and Dmitry Pisarev, a critic who proclaimed that boots are greater 
than Shakespeare, proposed the utilitarian nature of everything 
and the theory of reasonable egotism as the mainspring of human 
action. Human beings, according to these proponents of utilitarian 
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ultimate desire, and in order to feel truly free, a person must be ready 
to do anything, even to cause grievous harm to themselves. Such 
an understanding of free will separates the 

on a metaphysical scale, a loneliness that stems from the inability 

Man’s view, 
underground is of his own making, and no matter how badly he 
wants to leave it, his philosophy keeps him prisoner to it. 

Notes from Underground was censored heavily and in ways 
unexpected by the writer. Dostoevsky complained to his brother, 
“Censors, pigs as they are, let pass all the make-believe blasphemies, 
yet excised those parts where I deduced the need for faith and 

publications, so we will never know what the original form of the 

message of the novel is interesting, indicating that Dostoevsky 
prefers to convey his message by having his readers work the 
meaning out for themselves, proceeding mostly ex adverso.

In 1866, Dostoevsky published Crime and Punishment 

his most famous novel, the title of which has become proverbial 

of a vile pawnbroker, committed ostensibly to provide the criminal, 
Rodion Raskolnikov, with some money, is, in fact, committed to test 
his idea that there are people in the world who, by virtue of being 
exceptional beings (“Napoleons,” as he calls them) are allowed to 
break the rules set for the ordinary folk, and Raskolnikov is one 

5, ch.4) Raskolnikov muses. Raskolnikov doesn’t simply do away 
with society’s rules. He sets himself apart from “creatures,” i.e. 
from humans. He appropriates superhuman, godly prerogatives and 
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essentially establishes himself to be a god in his own right, disposing 

His crime, however, involves the kind of punishment he 

humanity. He is unable to maintain meaningful human contact. 
Raskolnikov’s crime is not a simple criminal matter. It turns into 

episode in the novel, where he is read the scene of the raising of 

as 
of metaphysical death, however, is not found in a straightforward 
religious conversion. Raskolnikov is offered the same chance as the 

love, 
but, unlike the 
to escape his metaphysical predicament through fully embracing 
human love and companionship from Sonya Marmeladova, one of 
society’s outcasts, who prostituted herself to save her family from 
starvation. Sonya’s own transgression doesn’t sever her human ties, 
on the contrary. Paradoxically, sin in Dostoevsky often serves as an 
eye-opening experience, enabling people to truly comprehend and 

the novel’s end.

characters’ names, which are almost invariably meaningful. 
Raskolnikov’s last name comes from the Russian raskol: split, 
dissent, schism. Sophia, 
“wisdom,” traditionally used to denote the wisdom of God, and 
Marmeladova, comes from marmelad, marmalade, a bitter irony 
given her actual life. 

Crime and Punishment is tightly woven into the fabric of 
the Russian literary tradition. One of its most unusual characters 
is the city of St. Petersburg itself, an instigator of Raskolnikov’s 
crime. Dostoevsky continues the so-called St. Petersburg myth in 
Russian literature, started by Pushkin’s poem The Bronze Horseman 
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at huge human cost in the Baltic coastal swamps on the orders of 

Peter), is represented as a dual entity, both strikingly beautiful and 
strikingly cruel, trampling ordinary human lives in the name of the 
grand idea of a powerful sea-faring empire.

and complicated structure. It contains a system of doubles as 

Arkady Svidrigailov and 
narration is in the third person, Mikhail Bakhtin, one of Russia’s 

considered Crime and Punishment an excellent example of what he 
called “the polyphonic novel,” meaning a novel without a dominant 

and substance. Bakhtin considered the ending of the novel a failure, 
or possibly, a forced imposition. However, it is important to take into 
account that Bakhtin’s time was during the Stalinist purge (1935–

in any shape or form, and his evaluation of the novel’s ending might 

entirely inaccurate. Dostoevsky’s works are unrivaled in the degree 

like no other Russian writer of the Golden Age, forces his readers 
to think for themselves. He offers them guidance, yet the opposing 
points of view are expressed with such force and conviction that the 
readers sometimes fall under their sway completely. 

Dostoevsky’s next novel is The Idiot

that he attempted to depict a “positively beautiful human” 
(Dostoevsky 28–2:251). Yet this is a story with a tragic ending, 
in which the alleged positively beautiful human, Prince Myshkin 
(from the Russian mysh’, mouse), fails to help any of the people 
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with virtually no hope of recovery. Myshkin is traditionally viewed 

fare best being read ex adverso. In Dostoevsky’s declared goal, the 
emphasis should be put on the word human. A famous scene in the 

the reproduction of the painting Dead Christ by Hans Holbein, which 
is a claustrophobic picture depicting a virtually decomposing body 

declaration and Holbein’s painting is the humanity of the positively 

dual nature as both divine and human overcame the purely human 
decomposition so vividly pictured by Holbein and so conducive to 
the loss of faith. He was God and man, and He returned to life and 
saved humankind. Myshkin is purely human, and his humanity is 

In this novel, human companionship is viewed as essential for 
humanity, yet as an obstacle to the universality that marked Christ’s 

theological ruminations that concentrate very much on that duality 
of human companionship, its necessity, and its exclusion of others 
from the union of the two. Only the divine mystery of the afterlife 
could transcend that duality. In The Idiot, pure humanity is tested 
and found lacking. The Idiot is probably Dostoevsky’s most overt, 
and, in a typically Dostoevskyan way, most disguised apophatic 
theological argument. 

Dostoevsky’s next novel was Demons
Dostoevsky mocks his former ideological soulmates from the 1840s. 
Stepan Verkhovensky is a parody of a typical 1840s liberal, who is 

Hans Holbein the Younger. The Body of the Dead Christ in the Tomb. 1521–22. 
[Kunstmuseum Basel]
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